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The response of the cavity to the rotation of a pointlike sample
in the horizontal (y–z) plane passing through the center of the
Bruker double TE104 and single TE102 rectangular cavities in con-
centric circles of radii r 5 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm from the cavity
enter (radial effect) has been analyzed. The experimentally ob-
erved dependencies of the EPR signal intensity, Ipp, showed the

following: (i) for r 5 0 mm (a sample position in the cavity center),
pp is independent of the angle of rotation; (ii) for r 5 1, 2, and 3
m, the Ipp dependence progressively changes from circular to

val; (iii) when the radius is further increased to r 5 4 and 5 mm,
the Ipp dependence changes dramatically, giving a figure eight
shape. These experimental observations are in very good agree-
ment with the theoretical calculations, in which the response is
modeled using modified Cassinian curves, K(r, f). Similar trends

ere observed for any position of the horizontal (y–z) plane at
hich the sample is situated along the vertical x axis of the cavity;

however, the amplitude of the signal decreases with increase in the
absolute value of the x coordinate, zxz. The variation in the signal
amplitude along the cavity x axis (longitudinal effect) can be
calculated theoretically using a modified sine-squared curve, G(x).
In general, the response of the cavity to a pointlike sample situated
at any position, P(r, f, x), can be represented as a product of the
mentioned Cassinian curve, K(r, f), and sine-squared curve, G(x),
giving for the signal intensity Ipp(r, f, x) ~ K(r, f)G(x). The
response to a large cylindrical sample which is concentrically
situated on the cavity x axis can then be obtained by integrating
the above product, K(r, f)G(x), over the sample volume. The
nonlinear radial effect may give rise to a serious source of system-
atic error in quantitative EPR spectroscopy and shows that accu-
rate and precise positioning of the sample in the microwave cavity
is essential. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: quantitative EPR spectroscopy; radial effect; point-
like sample; circular sample.

INTRODUCTION

The influence of the variation of the sample size, shape
positioning within the microwave cavity on the peak-to-p
height of the EPR signal intensity,I pp, has been analyzed

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: mazur
tuba.sk.
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Poole (1), Casteleijnet al.(2), Hyde’s group (3), Eaton’s group
(4, 5), Nagy and Placˇek (6), Barklie and Sealy (7), and also ou
group (8–13). In all cases the authors concluded that
variation of these parameters could cause significant, se
errors in quantitative EPR measurements. This fact is gen
valid for any arbitrary microwave cavity and applies to b
single and double cavities.

Casteleijn and coworkers (2) recommended that the over
effect of inserting a cylindrical sample of radiusr and lengthL
in the microwave cavity could be considered as a combin
of both the radial and the length effect. This may be sufficie
accurate for most users, but remains an incomplete ana
because the radial effect has been usually evaluated o
L 5 0 rather than integrated overL and the length effect h
been usually evaluated only atr 5 0 rather than at allr (14).
Strictly speaking, such an analysis is only applicable to p
and linelike samples.

The effect of sample length, the longitudinal effect, is w
discussed in the literature. For a pointlike sample moving a
the vertical axis of the cavity, the EPR signal intensity,I pp,
shows a sine-squared dependence on the sample positi1–
13). For movement of a linelike sample (r 3 0), a modified
sine-squared dependence is observed which shows a pla
the length of the sample is greater than that of the c
(9, 10, 12). The radial effect has been precisely analyzed
Casteleijnet al. (2) using a small DPPH sample about 1 mm
length and by Nagy and Placˇek (6) using a pointlike sample,
small crystal of the stable nitroxide radical TEMPOL less t
0.1 mm in size, which was rotated in the horizontal pla
around the vertical axis of the cavity in concentric circles w
various radii. TheI pp dependence on rotation angle and for
different radii was found to be a complicated function wit
significant increase of the signal intensity when the sa
approached the right–left side walls of the cavity and a
crease when the sample approached the front–back walls
cavity. This phenomenon has been previously neglected
literature. Nagy and Placˇek (6) suggested that this unusualI pp

dependence was due to the high nonuniformity of the m
lation field produced by the pair of Helmholz coils, which
mounted in the left and right side walls of the microw
vt.
1090-7807/00 $35.00
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38 MAZÚR, VALKO, AND MORRIS
cavity. Their results were obtained with a Varian E-4 E
spectrometer with a multipurpose E-231 rectangular ca
Unfortunately, the theoretical calculations using a strict m
ematical description based on the fundamental Maxw
equations and the Biot–Savarts’ law give poor agreemen
tween the theoretical values and experimental data (15). There-
ore, the experimental data were approximated by c
plines. Together with known polynomial coefficients, the
rage value of the signal intensity of the sample can be c

ated by integrating these splines over the sample shape a
osition in the cavity (6, 15).
The existence of both the longitudinal and radial eff
hich are both highly nonlinear, requires accurate and pr
ositioning of each sample in the microwave cavity as
rincipal, necessary, and imperative condition in quantita
PR spectroscopy.
To our knowledge, experimental data of the radial de

ence ofI pp values for a pointlike sample rotated around
vertical axis of the cavity have not been published for
Bruker rectangular cavity. The aim of this paper is to prese
detail the original results of such a study for the Bruker do
TE104 and single TE102 rectangular cavities. This involved t
recording and analyzing of 1650 EPR spectra for com
mapping of the full cavity space for each microwave cavity
the construction of the original, empirical model. The sou
of the principal errors in quantitative EPR spectroscopy ca
by the radial effect nonlinearity are discussed.

Casteleijn and coworkers (2), Randolph (14), Nagy and
laček (6), and also our group (9, 10, 12) suggest that th

ongitudinal and the radial effect could be independent of
ther and thus fully separable. Under such conditions
patial, three-dimensionalI pp dependence can be calculated

a product of these two effects. Therefore, the second aim
paper is to present experimental and theoretical proof o
above hypothesis. This involved the recording and analys
over 6000 EPR spectra for the different positions of a poin
sample and the circular samples (with various diameter
both the double TE104 and single TE102 rectangular cavities.

EXPERIMENTAL

The samples were prepared andI pp values recorded accor
ing to the procedures described in Refs. (8–12). A short
ecapitulation, with specific references to the preparation
ointlike sample and the circular samples with various d
ters, is given below.

ample Preparation

A pair of identical pointlike samples (selected from fi
amples as described in Refs. (9), (10), and (12) was prepare
y making linelike samples with the material column len
pproximatelyL 5 1.0 mm and i.d.5 1.0 mm (the fina
olume of the material was always less than 1 mm3) as follows
y.
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The original tube (o.d.> 4 mm) containing the standa
powdered strong pitch sample was opened under an
atmosphere and the material reloaded into a thin-walled q
EPR tube (i.d.5 1.0 mm, lengthL 0 5 30 mm, wall thickness
LW, less than 0.1 mm), whose ends were closed by m
rubber stoppers. The following basic procedure was use
filling the sample tubes: The powdered material was po
into the sample tube, shaken, and pressed hard by a
piston. Additional material was added if necessary to give
desired sample length,L 5 1 mm, which was checked with

agnifying lens. The material which adhered to the g
urface of the residual empty part of the filled sample
uring the filling process was removed as described in (9), and

he samples were weighed. The experimental error (S
ercent) in the volume weight of the pointlike samples
ared by the above procedure was about 0.4% or less (9). Once

filled and weighed, the material column was covered wi
thin plastic disk, the length of the empty part of the sample
was carefully shortened to approximately 2 mm, the res
free space was filled with cotton wool, and finally the tube
was closed with a micro rubber stopper. This sample pre
tion procedure removes effectively the “mechanical” ina
racies associated with the sample tube meniscus.

Pairs of identical circular samples of diameter cd w
prepared as follows: Five identical circles for each of
diameters cd5 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 mm were
from polyethylene film (thickness about 0.1 mm) by spe
accurate calibrated hollow punches and accurately we
(Mettler, AE 200). The experimental error (SD in percent
the weight of the five circles cut for the given diameter
0.6% or less. All circles were placed in large Petri dis
whose volume was much greater than the total volume o
samples, covered, and together exposed to saturated vap
the nitroxide spin label 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpip
dine-N-oxyl, TEMPOL (Aldrich), at the regulated temperat
of 75°C in an electric furnace overnight.

Selection of Pairs of Identical Circular Samples

To obtain high accuracy and precision, the following met
was used to select two samples from the five samples prep
Because the material of circles, thickness of circles, spin l
and doping procedure were identical, sample weight is dir
proportional to (cd)2. The dependence of sample weight
sample diameter, cd, was plotted and approximated by a
dratic polynomial function using regression analysis (cor
tion, r 5 0.99). Thepairs of identical circular samples f
each given diameter were selected using the following cr
simultaneously: (i) From the five samples, pairs of sam
were selected on the basis of the similarity of their weight
From these sets, the pair whose weight/diameter characte
most closely represented the quadratic polynomial regre
line for all of the diameters was selected.
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39RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF I pp IN QUANTITATIVE EPR
Apparatus, Instrumental Parameters, and EPR Signal
Intensity Expression

The X-band (;9.6 GHz) EPR spectra were recorded usi
field-modulated CW Bruker ER 200 D-SRC with Aspect co
puter EPR spectrometer with the original double TE104 (ER
4105 DR) (the first cavity was defined as the front cavity)
single TE102 (ER 4102 ST) rectangular cavity (16). The reso

ant frequency of the microwave cavity was the following
heoretically calculated from the cavity dimensions accor
o Ref. (1), p. 264, 9.573 GHz; (ii) given in the ER Ser
ser’s Manual (16), 9.6 GHz (nominal frequency); (iii) expe

mentally obtained without and with a variable-tempera
ouble-wall quartz Dewar inside the cavity, 9.706 and 9
Hz, respectively. The unloaded quality factor,Qu, of the

resonator was approximately 6000. High-frequency mod
tion (100 kHz) was performed by two Helmholz coils
approximate diameter 24 mm mounted into the left and
side walls of the cavity. The distance between the planes o
modulation coils was about 17 mm. For comparison, the
ameter of the Helmholz coils of the single TE102 rectangula
cavity (E-231) of the Varian E-4 EPR spectrometer use
Ref. (6) was about 21 mm, and the distance between the p
of the modulation coils was approximately 16.5 mm. Ins
mental parameters identical to those described in the pre
papers (8–12) were used. The temperature of the EPR lab
tory was 16°C and was kept constant using air conditionin
all cases, the intensity of the EPR signal was characteriz
the peak-to-peak height of the first-derivative EPR signalI pp.

or the convenience of the analysis, allI pp values were no
malized to the interval̂0, 1&. Statistical evaluation of the da

btained was carried out according to standard statistica
edures.

ROTATION AND MOVEMENT OF THE SAMPLE
IN THE RECTANGULAR CAVITY

The location of the origin and axis orientation of the mic
wave rectangular cavity based and linelike sample based
pendicular coordinate system as well as the definition
designation of the important sample-connected and ca
connected points are given in Fig. 1 of Ref. (9). Only a shor
recapitulation with specific references to the insertion, rota
and movement of a pointlike sample and the circular samp
variable diameter in the rectangular cavity is given below.
symbol abbreviations andx-axis orientation are the same
those used in Refs. (8–12) for compatibility.

Figure 1 shows the origin location and thex-axis orientation
of the microwave rectangular cavity connected perpendi
(a) and cylindrical (b) coordinate system together with
definition and designation of the important cavity-conne
points. For simplification, only one cavity (e.g., the first) of
double TE104 rectangular cavity is shown. The description
the second cavity and the single TEcavity is the same. Th
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definition of the cylindrical coordinate system is straight
ward, except that (i) the polar axis coincides with the pos
direction of they axis and (ii) thex axes are the same in bo
coordinate systems. The symbols used in the cylindrical c
dinate system have their usual meanings:r is the radius of th
orbit of sample rotation,f is the polar angle and also the an
of sample rotation, andx is the vertical position of the samp

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the origin location andx-axis orientation o
the perpendicular (a) and cylindrical (b) coordinate systems, and imp
points connected to the rectangular cavity. Definition of symbols usea,
depth of the microwave cavity (a 5 23.5mm), which is also the length of th
active part of the cavity from the point of view of sample movement alon
cavity x axis; b, width of the cavity (b 5 11 mm), which is also the intern
diameter of the top and bottom cylindrical access sample holes and the l
the active part of the cavity from the point of view of sample rotation aro
the cavityx axis (i.e., the maximum radius of rotation of a pointlike sam
rmax 5 b/ 2), and also the maximum diameter of the circular sample;d, length
of the cavity (d 5 42 mm); Pc(0, 0, 0), center of the cavity and location of

rigin of both the rectangular and cylindrical coordinate systems. All the a
ata are valid for both the single TE102 and double TE104 Bruker rectangula

cavities, exceptd, which is 2 3 42 mm for the double TE104 cavity. For
omparison, the corresponding dimensions of the single TE102 rectangula
avity (E-231) of the Varian E-4 EPR spectrometer used in Ref. (6) werea 5

22.9 mm,b 5 10.2 mm, andd 5 25.4 mm.(For further details, see tex
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40 MAZÚR, VALKO, AND MORRIS
center relative to the center of the cavity and also thx
coordinate of the horizontal (y–z) plane in which the sample
rotated. The position of an arbitrary point, P, in the space
be defined by itsx coordinate and by the polar coordinater
andf, of its projection P9 on the (y–z) plane. See Fig. 1b. Th
transformations from the cylindrical to the rectangular coo
nate system arey 5 r sin(f), z 5 r cos(f), andx 5 x. To
facilitate comparisons of theI pp radial dependence for t
Bruker double TE104 and single TE102 rectangular cavities wit
those of Nagy and Placˇek (6) for the Varian E-231 cavity (17),
the same assignment of the cavity sides to the polar angf
was used: viz., at the right side of the cavity,f 5 0°, at the
back of the cavity,f 5 90°, at the left side of the cavity,f 5
180°, and at the front of the cavity,f 5 270°; see Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the origin location and thex-axis orientation
of the pointlike sample connected perpendicular and cyli
cal coordinate systems together with the definition and d
nation of the important sample-connected points.

The cavity width, b 5 11 mm, internal diameter of
pointlike sample, i.d.5 1.0 mm, and sample tube wall thic
ness,LW > 0.1 mm, limited the maximum radius available
he sample rotation to bermax 5 (b 2 i.d.)/ 2 2 LW > 4.9 mm.
Since the internal sample diameter is 1 mm, the sample m
rial elementary volumes are then situated in the cavity
concentric orbit with radiusr in the intervalr [ ^r 2 i.d./2,
r 1 i.d./2&; i.e., rmax spans the interval̂4.4, 5.4 mm&. The
experimentally observedI pp value in the given orbital radius,r,
is then an averaged value of partial contributions of the s
intensity from the radii interval̂r 2 0.5,r 1 0.5 mm&. Note:

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the origin location andx-axis orientation o
the perpendicular and cylindrical coordinate systems, and important
connected to a pointlike sample. Definition of symbols used:LS, length of the
sample tube (3 mm);L, sample length (1 mm); i.d., sample internal diam
(1 mm); Sc(0, 0, L/ 2), center of the sample; S0(0, 0, 0), bottom of the samp
he origin of both perpendicular and cylindrical sample based coord
ystems; SL(0, 0, L), top of the sample; RST and RSB, top and bottom rubbe

stoppers, respectively; CW, cotton wool; PC, plastic cover (>0.1 mm thick)
LW, sample tube wall thickness (>0.1 mm); o.d., outer diameter of the sam
ube (1.2 mm); ST, sample top; SB, sample bottom.
y
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for simplicity, the radiusrmax > 4.9 mm is henceforth referre
o as 5 mm radius.

The sample position at the cavity center is defined in
ectangular and cylindrical coordinate systems such tha
enter of the sample coincides with the center of the m
ave cavity; viz., Sc(0, 0, L/ 2) [ Pc(0, 0, 0).

Pointlike Sample Alignment Procedure

In the case of vertical movement and rotation of a poin
sample, the alignment procedure (see Fig. 1 in Ref. (8)) was
modified as follows: The thin-walled quartz tube E was
moved. The EPR sample tube J was attached via connec
to the rod F with a calibrated micrometer screw as describ
Ref. (8). However, see Fig. 3a; the special plastic flag with
millimeter scale is attached to J and centered using the ve
mark VM. A pointlike sample is positioned and accura

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the alignment procedure modified fo
rotation of a pointlike sample on the orbits with various radii,r, around the
avityx axis; (b) movement of the circular samples with various diameter
long the cavityx axis. (For symbol abbreviations and more information,

ext).
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41RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF I pp IN QUANTITATIVE EPR
glued (Duosan Rapid, Germany) to the plastic flag at the g
orbital radius,r, with the sample center, Sc(0, 0, L/ 2), coin-
ciding with the horizontal mark HM and the appropriate ra
mark on the millimeter scale. The final sample position
checked (to an accuracy of about 0.05 mm), and correc
necessary, using a magnifying lens. The rod F was the
tached to the goniometer micrometer sample rotator, an
plastic flag with a pointlike sample was inserted in the ca
central (y–z) plane using the modified alignment proced
given in Refs. (8), (9), and (18). The basic starting point of th
sample rotation,f 5 0°, was adjusted as follows: The ze
point on the angular scale of the goniometer coincides wit
positive direction of they axis of the cavity and with th
vertical plane of the plastic flag on the side where the sa
is attached. The corrections to the outer diameter of a poin
sample were included in the final position of the plastic fl
Anticlockwise rotation for a given radius,r, was performed i
steps of 15° around a full circlef [ ^0°, 2p&. After a full
otation, the values ofI pp(f 5 0°) andI pp(f 5 360°) for any

given radius were identical within experimental error. TheI pp

values were also found to be independent of the starting
and of the direction (clockwise/anticlockwise) of rotation. T
alignment procedure allowed the rotation of the sample in
given orbital radius,r, situated in a horizontal (y–z) plane
perpendicular to the cavityx axis at any vertical positionx. The
accuracy of positioning of the sample is better than 0.1 mm
movement along the cavityx axis and 0.5° for rotation aroun
the cavity x axis. The EPR signal intensity of the sam
situated at 1650 different points within the microwave ca
was measured corresponding to 11 horizontal planes (withx 5
0, 62.5, 65.0, 67.5, 610.0, and612.0 mm) on 6 concen
ric circles (withr 5 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm) in 15° interva
The experimental data,I pp(r, f, x), for any one microwav
cavity are stored in a cube matrix of 63 25 3 11 elements

apping of the Position, Rotation, and Vertical Movemen
of a Pointlike Sample in the Cavity

The case wherer 5 0, the position of a pointlike sample
he cavity center, is straightforward, Sc(0, 0, L/ 2) [ Pc(0, 0,
0) (1–13). For the case wherer Þ 0, the following accurat

rocedure for positioning the sample was used: The plasti
ith a pointlike sample situated at the given orbital radiur,

was inserted into the cavity and precisely positioned such
the point MM on the plastic flag (i.e., the intersection of
horizontal (HM) and vertical (VM) marks) coincided with t
center of the cavity, MM(0, 0, 0)[ Pc(0, 0, 0). The basi
starting point of the sample rotation,f 5 0°, was then adjuste
as described above and fixed. Following this, the opt
vertical position of the sample center, corresponding to m
mum EPR signal intensity, was maximum. This position
found experimentally by varyingDx and this point was aga
fixed. Such points on thex axis (with maximum values ofI pp)
were found experimentally for all orbits of rotation,r, to be
n
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identically situated at the center of the cavity, MM(0, 0, 0[
Pc(0, 0, 0), which clearly demonstrated that all pointlike s
ples attached at different radii are situated in an identical (y–z)
plane which is perpendicular to the cavityx axis and which
crosses this axis at the cavity center, Pc(0, 0, 0).

The definition and mapping for the movement of a point
sample along the cavityx axis have been fully analyzed a
discussed (9–13). Here thex coordinate of the movement o
pointlike sample,L 5 1 mm, along the cavityx axis is limited
to x [ ^2(a 1 L)/ 2, (a 1 L)/ 2& although movement ov
this limit is possible but gives a zero EPR signal (9, 10, 12).

No differences were found for the first and second cavitie
the double TE104 and single TE102 rectangular cavities.

Circular Sample Alignment Procedure

In the case of the circular sample movement, the a
alignment procedure, seen in Fig. 3a, was modified as foll
The top plastic circle from the polypropylene film (cir
diameter5 10.8 mm, thickness> 0.1 mm) with central mar
CTc was concentrically and perpendicularly attached to the
of the sample tube J; see Fig. 3b. Following this, the circ
sample from the polyethylene with variable diameter, cd,
concentrically glued (Duosan Rapid, Germany) to this ci
as CTc [ Sc. Finally, the bottom plastic circle with cent
mark CBc, identical to the top one, was again attached
centrically; thus CTc [ Sc [ CBc was valid, and the micro
wave cavity was protected from contamination.

Mapping of Circular Sample Position and Movement
in the Cavity

In this case the situation is much simpler because the
tion of the circular sample around the common sample–c
x axis is not required (except to test the sample homogen
The sample position at the cavity center, Sc(0, 0,L/ 2) [ Pc(0,

, 0), is again straightforward. In principle, the circular sam
ith a variable diameter is the same as a cylindrical sampl
ith an extremely small length,L 5 0.1 mm; therefore,

ormalism identical to that introduced in Refs. (9), (10), and
12) can be used for the movement of the cylindrical sam
long the common sample–cavityx axis. The circular samp
ovement along thex axis is again limited tox [ ^2(a 1
)/ 2, (a 1 L)/ 2&.
The circular sample was rotated around the common

le–cavityx axis and theI pp dependence vs angle of rotati
f, was investigated for all values of the sample diameter. I
cases, theI pp was found to be independent of the anglef,
which illustrates that the samples are in fact homogeneo

In the case of the circular sample withL 5 0.1 mm,
accurate positioning of the sample center at the point onx
axis at which theI pp value was maximum is extremely imp
tant. These points with maximumI pp values were found expe
imentally for all sample diameters, cd, to be identically situ
in the center of the cavity, S(0, 0, L/ 2) [ P (0, 0, 0). The
c c
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42 MAZÚR, VALKO, AND MORRIS
dependence of this sample central position on the cir
sample diameter, cd, was not observed.

Again, no differences were found for the first and sec
cavities of the double TE104 and single TE102 rectangular cav
ities.

Discussion of the Material, Size, and Shape
of the Samples Used

It is known that the spin-Hamiltonian parameters (g factor,
hyperfine splitting,A, peak-to-peak linewidth,DH pp, etc.) of
paramagnetic centers in the single crystals are strongly d
dent on the orientation of the crystal lattice axis in the mi
wave cavity (19–23), and the angular dependence of all th

arameters on crystal rotation around its {x, y, z} crystal
lattice axis can be observed. To overcome the alignment
lems associated with crystal anisotropy and the possible
ference of these with the radial dependence ofI pp, a finely

owdered material was chosen for a pointlike sample. A c
ercially available standard strong pitch sample consistin
.1% pitch dispersed in finely powdered solid KCl was use

hat the shape and area of its signal (a singlet) was indepe
f sample tube rotation around its axis. The experimen
etermined spin-Hamiltonian parameters of the spectra o
trong pitch sample were identical to those reported in
iterature (1, 16, 22) ( geff 5 2.00286 0.0002,Aeff 5 0.00 G
DH pp 5 1.76 6 0.05 G) and were found to be invariant
ample rotation around the cavityx axis on all orbits measure
In the case of the circular sample with the various rad
as clearly demonstrated that the experimentally obse
PR signal of the sample is itself averaged in the horizo
y–z) plane, which removed any alignment problems ass

ated with the anisotropy of the nitroxide spin label. The s
Hamiltonian parameters of the EPR spectra of the stab
troxide radical spin label, TEMPOL (25, 26), in the circula
polyethylene sample were found to be the same for all
surements: viz., an axially symmetric14N triplet with gi 5
2.00276 0.0005,g' 5 2.00556 0.0005,Ai 5 34.956
0.05 G, andA' 5 13.446 0.05 G.These accurate values
he spin-Hamiltonian parameters were determined using a
ard sample (DPPH) and EPR spectra simulation (27) and are

n the range commonly referred to in the literature for
itroxide spin labels (24–26, 28). The experimentalI pp value

was taken as the peak-to-peak height of the central peak (mI 5
) of the triplet. The experimental spin-Hamiltonian para

ers of TEMPOL and theI pp values were found to be indepe
dent of the angle of rotation, provided the sample was a
rately situated in a horizontal (y–z) plane.

The influence of the sample movement along the cavx
axis on the spin-Hamiltonian parameter values was ana
and discussed in Refs. (9), (10), and (12). This phenomeno
was carefully reverified for both a pointlike sample and
circular sample of all diameters, and the same results
obtained as reported in Refs. (9), (10), and (12); i.e., the
ar
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spin-Hamiltonian parameters were invariant under move
of the sample along the cavityx axis.

In summary, the spin-Hamiltonian parameters of both
strong pitch pointlike sample and (ii) circular samples of
nitroxide radical spin label TEMPOL were invariant un
rotation around the cavityx axis and to movement along t
cavity x axis.

The above-mentioned EPR experiments are based o
assumptions that (i) the perturbation of both microwave
modulation fields by the sample and sample holder is sma
(ii) the sample material has small dielectric losses. The m
ity of solids fall into this category (6).

In practice, the optimum size and shape of the actual
dered pointlike sample used are limited by two opposing
tors: (i) minimization of the microwave and modulation fi
perturbations, which is optimized using as small a sample
as possible, and (ii) maximization of the signal-to-noise r
which, in principle, requires as large a sample as possib
suitable compromise was found using a small cylindrical s
ple (L 5 1 mm, i.d.5 1 mm), which is similar in size to th

sed by Fajer and Marsh (L 5 1.5 mm, o.d.5 1.2 mm) (29)
nd by Casteleijnet al. (L about 1 mm) (2). Casteleijn’s grou
oncluded that the deviation in the resonance frequency
ower reflection factor of the cavity for such a sample were
mall to be detectable. In the case of the circular samp
onstant thickness, 0.1 mm, of the doped polyethylene
ound to be a suitable compromise.

Finally, identical thin-walled sample tubes for pointl
amples and identical materials for circular samples were
nd the revised sample alignment setup components
xamined both with an empty sample tube and with the
oped polyethylene circles; neither material displayed an
ignal.

ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS

The different combinations of possible experimental s
tions arising from the insertion and reinsertion of the sam
cavity retuning and remeasurement of spectra, and diff
starting points and different directions of sample movem
along the common sample–cavityx axis in both double TE104

and single TE102 rectangular cavities were analyzed and
cussed in Refs. (9), (10), and (12). These phenomena we
arefully reverified for both the pointlike sample and circ
ample, and the same trends ofI pp dependencies were observ

as reported previously (9, 10, 12).
The rotation around the vertical cavityx axis of a circula

sample of any diameter gives rise to an invariantI pp. Conse
quently, the possible influence of sample reinsertion, c
retuning, and remeasurement of spectra onI pp during the ex
perimental monitoring of the rotation of a pointlike sample
orbits of various radii,r, was analyzed. In each of the follo
ing cases, the sample was inserted at the starting point
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43RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF I pp IN QUANTITATIVE EPR
rotation, the cavity was tuned, and the sample was rotat
steps of 15° and the spectra recorded.

(1) A pointlike sample was inserted into the cavity o
given orbital radiusr at the different points with anglesf 5 0°
(at the right side of the cavity), 90° (at the back of the cav
180° (at the left side of the cavity), and 270° (at the front of
cavity). See Fig. 1 for comparison. The sample was
rotated from the starting point through 360° (i) anticlockw
(used as default rotation) and (ii) clockwise.

(2) Procedure 1 was repeated. However, the sample
tions in (1-i) and (1-ii) were performed from the starting po
around to 90, 180, and 270° only, and then around to 72

(3) Procedures 1 and 2 were repeated. However, the s
was rotated around to the given target position and then
to the starting position using the reverse direction of the
tion.

(4) Procedures 1, 2, and 3 were again repeated. How
the sample was removed/reinserted and the cavity retun
anglesf 5 0, 90, 180, 270, 360, and 720°.

The results of the above experiments clearly showed tha
ependence ofI pp on the sample rotation was independen

he methods (1)–(4) by which it was measured.
As was summarized in Ref. (18), two series of samp

movements are equivalent if they give an identical final p
tion of the sample in the intercavity space and given
identical I pp value, e.g., if the sample situated on the orb
radius,r, is (i) first rotated around the cavityx axis and the
moved along thex axis and (ii) first moved along thex axis and
then rotated around thex axis to the final sample position P(r,
f, x), in which Sc(0, 0, L/ 2) [ P(r, f, x). See Ref. (18) for
more details. Consequently, two sets of experiments
conducted and the results compared to verify this equiva
experimentally.

(a) The x coordinate of the (y–z) plane of the pointlik
sample rotation was kept constant during the sample rot
around the cavityx axis to full circle in this (y–z) plane. Then
the (y–z) plane was moved along the cavityx axis to the new
position and the sample was again rotated around the cax
axis to full circle.

(b) The angle of the pointlike sample rotation,f, was kep
constant and the sample was moved along the cavityx axis in
he intervalx [ ^212, 12 mm&. Then the sample was rotat
around the cavityx axis to the new position and the sample
again moved along thex axis over the intervalx [ ^212, 12

m&.

The above experiments clearly showed that the trends o
pp dependencies obtained were unchanged if the sampl

first rotated and then moved (a) or first moved and then ro
(b).

The same trends were observed whether the sample w
the first or second cavity of the double TE104 or in the single
TE cavity. In addition, no observable differences were fo
102
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if the complementary cavity of the TE104 contained a plast
flag (with or without an empty sample tube) or if it w
completely empty. However, removal/reinsertion of a poin
sample followed by retuning gave rise to a discontinuity inI pp

because the cavity was not identically biased. However
trends remained the same and the effect could be correc
a simple multiplicative factor. TheI pp values were also me
sured in the top and bottom sample access holes. Howev
I pp values in all sample rotation orbital radii,r, were observe
to be zero within experimental error.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analysis of the Rotation of a Pointlike Sample in Various
Orbital Radii around the Central x Axis of the Double
TE104 and Single TE102 Rectangular Cavities

It is known thatI pp values depend strongly on the sam
size, sample shape, and sample position within the micro
cavity (1–13) and that serious systematic errors may be
curred in quantitative EPR spectroscopy if cylindrical sam
with different lengths and/or different internal diameters
compared. These sources of errors can be exacerbat
incorrect positioning of the sample in the microwave cav
Consequently, the variation ofI pp values on the rotation of
pointlike sample around the cavityx axis for various orbita
radii, r, and in various (y–z) planes perpendicular to the cav
x axis in the first and second cavities of the double T104

rectangular cavity have been analyzed. The single TE102 rect-
angular cavity was used for comparison.

Figure 4 shows, in a polar coordinate system, how
normalized experimentally observed peak-to-peak height o
first-derivative EPR signal,I pp, varies with anticlockwise rota
tion (f [ ^0, 2p&) of a pointlike sample in the central (y–z)
plane of the cavity (withx 5 0 mm) on the orbits with radi
r, equal to 0, the sample position in the cavity center, 1,
4, and 5 mm around thex axis of the first cavity of the doub
TE104 rectangular cavity. Figure 4a corresponds to mea
ments in the empty cavity whereas Fig. 4b correspond
equivalent measurements when the cavity contains a var
temperature, double-wall quartz Dewar (in this case, the
imum radius is restricted to 3 mm). TheI pp value of a pointlike
sample inserted in the center of the cavity, Pc(0, 0, 0)[ Sc(0,
0, L/ 2), was independent of the rotation angle,f, and there
fore this value was taken as unity. The same trends of thI pp

dependencies were obtained for the second cavity of the d
TE104 cavity and for the single TE102 rectangular cavity. Th
solid lines in Fig. 4 represent the modified Cassinian cu
which were theoretically computed according to an orig
empirical model (using Eq. [A14] of Appendix A). As with t
experimental data, the theoreticalI pp was normalized forr 5 0

m. The agreement between theory and experiment is
ood in all cases and any minor deviations can be attribut

he presence of the sample access holes (7, 30), to the possibl
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44 MAZÚR, VALKO, AND MORRIS
imperfection in the resonator shape (6, 15), and to other pos
sible nonuniformities in both the microwave and modula
fields (1, 6, 7), which were not included in the original emp
ical model. From Fig. 4, the following can be concluded:

(a) For the orbit withr 5 0 mm (the cavity and samp
enters are coincident), the experimentalI pp values show

within experimental error, no asymmetry and are indepen

FIG. 4. Variation of the normalized experimentally observed peak-to-
height of the first-derivative EPR signal,I pp, with the anticlockwise rotatio
(f [ ^0, 2p&) of a pointlike sample in the central (y–z) plane of the cavity o
the orbits with radiir equal to 0 (h), 1 (F), 2 (Œ), 3 (�), 4 (}), and 5 mm (■)

round thex axis of the first cavity of the double TE104 rectangular cavity: (a
ithout and (b) with a variable-temperature quartz Dewar. TheI pp value of a
ointlike sample inserted in the center of the cavity was taken as unity
olid lines represent the modified Cassinian curves, which were theore
omputed according to an empirical model (using Eq. [A14]). The theor

pp for r 5 0 mm was taken as unity.
n

nt

of the sample rotation (SD of average value is 0.36% or l
in full accord with the previous published results (9, 10). The
experimental dependence can be modeled on the Cas
curve, which forr 5 0 mm is a circle. This illustrates that t
sample is in fact homogeneous.

(b) For the orbits withr 5 1, 2, and 3 mm, the radi
dependence of experimentalI pp progressively changes fro
circular to oval with increasing radius of rotation, which ag
can be modeled on Cassinian curves.

(c) For r 5 4 and 5 mm (in the real caser > 4.9 mm,
because the thickness of the sample tube wall is about 0.
or less), the shape of the experimentalI pp dependence chang
dramatically. The oval is elongated in the left–right ca
direction and compressed in the front–back direction, givi
figure eight shape having maxima atf 5 0 and 180° an
minima at f 5 90 and 270°. Again this behavior can
successfully modeled on Cassinian curves.

(d) All the experimentalI pp curves are symmetric both a
ially and with respect to the cavity center and intersect at
points: K 1(f 5 308), K 2(f 5 1508), K 3(f 5 2108), and
K 4(f 5 3308). This fact is again in very good agreement w
he theoretical predictions using Cassinian curves and sup
he validity of the approximation by the original empiri
odel.
(e) The presence of the variable-temperature, double

uartz Dewar (internal diameter slightly over 3 mm, w
hickness of the outer and inner quartz tubes 1 and 0.5
espectively, and the vacuum gap between the two tubes
mm) inserted inside the cavity did not affect the trends o
xperimentalI pp dependencies. The “lens effect” of the qua

Dewar in the single TE102 rectangular cavity increased theI pp

amplitude compared to the case when the quartz Dewa
absent by the following factors: (i) for orbital radiusr 5 0 mm,
1.52 6 0.01; (ii) for r 5 1 mm, 1.476 0.04; (iii) for r 5 2
mm, 1.266 0.04; and (iv) forr 5 3 mm, 1.536 0.03 (the

veraged value from the full-circularI pp dependence and SD
the averaged value). It is obvious that the lens effect is
linearly dependent on the orbital radius for reasons which
still unclear. The same trends were observed for the firs
second cavities of the double TE104 cavity. However, the ana
ysis of the lens effect in the first (the second) cavity of
double TE104 cavity. However, the analysis of the lens effec
the first (the second) cavity of the double TE104 rectangula
avity is much more complicated. In this case, the ratioI pp,Dewar/

I pp,no Dewar depends on the experimental configuration,
whether an identical or different quartz Dewar is inserted in
complementary cavity or if this cavity is empty, because o
contribution of the field compression effect. Work is s
continuing on this and related phenomena and will be
subject of a future paper.

(f) The coefficient of compression, thek ratio (see Appen
dix B for definition), of the experimental and theoreti
(shown in braces) curves in the central (y–z) plane (withx 5
0 mm) of the double TE and single TE rectangular cavitie
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45RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF I pp IN QUANTITATIVE EPR
with and without the quartz Dewar are as follows: (i) forr 5
mm, in the intervalk [ ^0.99, 1.00& and {1.00}; (ii) for

rbital radiusr 5 1 mm,k [ ^0.89, 0.93& and {0.93}; (iii) for
r 5 2 mm, k [ ^0.79, 0.82& and {0.81}; (iv) for r 5 3 mm,
k [ ^0.60, 0.66& and {0.65}; (v) for r 5 4 mm, k [ ^0.43,

.44& and {0.44}; and (vi) forr 5 5 mm,k 5 0.29 and {0.30}
The experimental and theoreticalk-ratio values are, withi
experimental error, the same.

(g) The values ofI pp(f 5 0°) and I pp(f 5 360°) for any
given radius of sample rotation were identical within the
perimental errors (SD of averageI pp value was 0.30% or less

(h) No significant differences were found between the
and second cavities of the double TE104 cavity and single TE102

rectangular cavity.

The theoretical analysis using the Cassinian model sh
that (i) the boundary value of the radius,r, between the ova
and figure eight shapes of theI pp dependence was>3.4 mm,

hich is in good agreement with the experimental observ
f r between 3 and 4 mm, and (ii) for the maximal radius of

“ideal” pointlike sample rotation,rmax 5 5.5 mm, the calcu
lated I pp values of both minima of the figure eight were ze

nd the Cassinian curve forrmax is a lemniscate. From th
technical point of view, this boundaryI pp radial dependenc
the lemniscate, is impossible to observe experimentally
cause of the finite size of the “real” pointlike sample. Howe
the trend of the experimentalI pp dependencies clearly a
proaches this theoretical limit with increasingr value from 4 to
5 mm.

The trends of the experimentalI pp dependencies observed
both the Bruker double TE104 and single TE102 rectangula
cavities are very similar to those observed by Nagy and Pˇek
(6) in the Varian multipurpose E-231 rectangular cavity
deptha 5 22.9 mm andwidth b 5 10.2 mm) inthat when th
ample approaches the right or left cavity side walls, a si
cant increase inI pp values was observed, whereas when
sample approaches the front or back cavity walls, a signifi
decrease inI pp was found. A possible explanation of t
dependence could be the mutual effect of both the micro
and modulation fields. Possibly, the increase inI pp value as th
sample approaches the side walls can be attributed t
distance dependence of the magnetic field modulation a
tude. However, the decrease in moving toward the front
back wall is more likely to be dependent on variations in
microwaveB1 than on variation in modulation amplitude.

The experimental results and theoretical analysis cl
demonstrated that the dependence of the signal intensitI pp,
on the rotation of a pointlike sample in the central (y–z) plane
of the cavity around the cavityx axis on the various orbit
radii, r, is a function of both polar variables,r andf. Becaus
his dependence is axially and cavity center symmetric
rinciple, only the dependence in an arbitrary quadrant,

he first one, could be studied. However, a slide asymm
etween some quadrants is apparent in the experimenta
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and in praxis, theI pp dependencies around to full circle mus
verified. The experimentalI pp dependencies can be accura
approximated using Cassinian curves in which the ca
width, b 5 11 mm, and the sample size (i.d.5 1 mm andLW

> 0.1 mm) are the only parameters. This, in turn, limits
maximum radius of rotation,rmax, in the experiment. Thus th
empirical model is clear and heuristic. See Appendix A
more details.

It is often assumed that the response in the (y–z) plane ha
D`h (circular) symmetry. Therefore, to estimate the magnit
influence of the radial effect in quantitative EPR, further
oretical modeling was performed in which the oval and fig
eight dependence of the signal intensity in the radial effec
ignored; i.e., theI pp was assumed to be circular for all valu
of r. From a comparison of these two models, the following
evident:

(a) For r 5 1 mm, the error introduced by incorrec
assuming a circular rather than an ovalI pp dependence
relatively small, but no negligible, with differences of 2.6
between the theoretically calculatedI pp values for these tw
models. However, forr 5 2 and 3 mm, these differences r
very rapidly to 7.43 and 15.27%, respectively, giving ris
systematic errors in quantitative EPR if the oval dependen
the signal intensity in the radial effect is ignored. It should
noted that, in the case of a large cylindrical sample with i.d5
4 mm, the sample lies within a radialr 5 2 mm distance from
the cavity center.

(b) If the figure eight dependence of the signal intensit
the radial effect is ignored, then forr 5 4 and 5 mm, differ
ences of 28.92 and 41.93%, respectively, are observed be
the theoretically calculatedI pp values.

As mentioned previously, the movement of both point
and linelike samples along the common sample–cavityx axis
longitudinal effect) can be approximated by the theore
urve calculated according to the modified sine-squared
ion (1–11). A better approximation can be achieved using
evised sine-squared curves calculated according to the in
quation [6] of Ref. (12). It was shown here that, for vario
rbital radii (radial effect), the rotation of a pointlike sample

he central (y–z) plane of the cavity (withx 5 0 mm) around
the cavityx axis can be approximated by modified Cassi
curves. Unfortunately, the longitudinal effect along the ce
x axis and the radial effect in the central (y–z) plane of the
microwave cavity, i.e., at arbitrary points in the interac
space, are not exactly known. Consequently, the same var
obtained above forI pp values on rotation of a pointlike samp
around the cavityx axis for various orbital radii,r, was used
However, it was necessary to study the variation in the (y–z)
planes with variousx coordinates,x [ ^212, 12 mm&, which
are parallel with the central (y–z) plane of the cavity. Fo
simplification of the notation, let the orbit with radiusr (e.g.,
r 5 2 mm) situated in the (y–z) plane with coordinatex (e.g.,
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46 MAZÚR, VALKO, AND MORRIS
x 5 7.5 mm) be indicated as the orbit with (r 5 2 mm andx 5
7.5 mm).

Figure 5 shows, in the polar coordinate system, how
normalized experimentally observed peak-to-peak height o
first-derivative EPR signal,I pp, varied with anticlockwise ro
tation (polar angle,f [ ^0, 2p&) of a pointlike sample in th
various (y–z) planes of the cavity around thex axis of the firs
avity of the double TE104 rectangular cavity. The vertic

coordinate of the (y–z) plane,x, is 0 (the central (y–z) plane
of the cavity), 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and 10 mm, and the orbital ra
is r 5 0 mm (the sample position in the cavity center) (Fig.
Figures 5b and 5c show the same information for orbital
r 5 2 mm andr 5 4 mm, respectively, while, for compariso
Fig. 5d is the same as Fig. 5c except that the vertical move
of the sample is below the center of the cavity,22.5, 25.0,

FIG. 5. Variation of the normalized experimentally observed peak-to-
0, 2p&) of a pointlike sample in the various (y–z) planes of the cavity arou
oordinate of the (y–z) plane,x, is 0 (■), 2.5 (F), 5.0 (Œ), 7.5 (�), and 10 m

Plot d is the same as plot c except that the vertical coordinate,x, is 0 (■), 22
as unity. The solid lines represent the theoretically computed curves us
e
he

s
).
ii

nt

27.5, and210 mm. The maximalI pp value was again taken
unity. TheI pp values were found to be zero foruxu $ 12 mm,
giving no EPR signal in the sample access holes of the m
wave cavity. The same trends of theI pp dependencies we
obtained for the second cavity of the double TE104 and single
TE102 rectangular cavities. The solid lines in Fig. 5 repre
the theoretically computed curves (using Eq. [A15]), which
the product of the corresponding Cassinian curves (calcu
as above) and a “displacement” function (calculated from
single integration (numerical) of Eq. [A11] for the given v
tical positions of the (y–z) plane after its movement along t
cavityx axis. See Appendix A and Ref. (12) for further details
As with the experimental data, the maximalI pp value was take
as unity. Again, the agreement between theory and exper
is very good in all cases and any minor deviations ca

k height of the first-derivative EPR signal,I pp, with the anticlockwise rotation (f [
thex axis of the first cavity of the double TE104 rectangular cavity. The vertic
(}) and the orbital radius is (a)r 5 0 mm, (b)r 5 2 mm, and (c)r 5 4 mm.
F), 25.0 (Œ), 27.5 (�), and210 mm (}). The maximalI pp value was take
Eq. [A15]. As with the experimental data, the maximalI pp value was taken as unit
pea
nd
m

.5 (
ing
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47RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF I pp IN QUANTITATIVE EPR
attributed to the presence of the sample access holes (7, 30),
the possible imperfection in the resonator shape (6, 15), and

ther possible nonuniformities of both the microwave
odulation fields (1, 6, 7), which were not included in th

heoretical functions. From Fig. 5, the following can be c
luded:

(a) For the orbit withr 5 0 mm (the cavity and samp
enter were coincident), the experimentalI pp values show

within experimental error, no asymmetry and are indepen
of the sample rotation in the arbitrary (y–z) plane with vertica
coordinatex in the interval x [ ^210, 10 mm&. (SD of
average values was 0.37% or less forx [ ^25, 5 mm& and
between 1.68 and 2.12% foruxu 5 7.5 mm; the signal-to-nois
ratio increased slightly foruxu 5 10 mm, giving an SD o
8.94–9.26%.) The amplitude of theI pp values of the concentr
circles decreased with increase in the absolute value ofx
coordinate,uxu, according to the revised sine-squared cu
(Eq. [A11]).

(b) For r 5 2 mm andx [ ^210, 10 mm&, the radia
dependencies of the experimentalI pp values change from
ircular to oval form for allx values. The shape of these ov
oes not change on the movement of the (y–z) plane of the

sample rotation along the verticalx axis of the cavity, indica
ing thatI pp(r, f, x) can, in practice, be factored into indep
dent radial,K(r, f), and displacement,G( x), functions.

(c) Forr 5 4 mm andx [ ^210, 10 mm&, the experimen
al I pp dependencies change from an oval to a figure eigh
all x values. Here again, the shape was independent o
movement of the (y–z) plane along the cavityx axis and th
effect of displacement alongx can be modeled as above.

(d) No significant differences were found between
movement of the (y–z) plane in the positive (above the cav
center) and negative (below the cavity center) direction
any x [ ^212, 12 mm& or between the first and seco
cavities of the double TE104 cavity and the single TE104 rect-
angular cavity. The presence of the variable-temperature q
Dewar inside the cavity did not affect the trends of the ex
imental I pp dependencies.

(e) The experimental and theoretical (given in bracesk
ratios of the I pp dependencies in the various central (y–z)
planes of the double TE104 and single TE102 cavities, with and
without the quartz Dewar, were as follows: (i) forr 5 0 mm
andx [ ^27.5, 7.5&, k [ ^0.98, 1.00& and {1.00}; (ii) for
r 5 2 mm andx [ ^27.5, 7.5&, k [ ^0.76, 0.81& and
0.81}; and (iii) for r 5 4 mm andx [ ^27.5, 7.5&, k [

^0.42, 0.45& and {0.44}. Again, there is very good agreem
etween theory and experiment.
(f) I pp(f 5 0°) andI pp(f 5 360°) for given radius and in

given (y–z) plane of rotation were identical within the exp
imental errors (SD of averageI pp value was 0.30% or less)

If all experimentalI pp dependencies for a given orbital rad
but variousuxu were normalized to unit amplitude, a very go
visual and numerical match was obtained. All experime
d
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curves are symmetric both axially and with respect to
cavity center and, within experimental error, no deformatio
theI pp curve shape was found asuxu increased. This fact clear
demonstrated that the microwave cavity is very symmet
and does not show any imperfections in the cavity shape

In an earlier paper (12), the experimental dependencies
the EPR signal intensity on the movement of both pointlike
linelike samples along the centralx axis of the cavity wer
correlated with the theoreticalI pp dependencies calculated
cording to (i) the modified sine-squared function and (ii)
integral equation [6] of Ref. (12). The results presented in th

aper allow this to be generalized to any point within a cy
rical section of the cavity. This covers most of the exp
ental situations that arise in practice.
Figure 6 illustrates how the normalized experimentally

erved peak-to-peak height of the first-derivative EPR si
pp, varied with vertical movement,x, of the horizontal (y–z)

plane of the cavity (in which a pointlike sample is rotat
along the cavityx axis and for the given angle of rotation (f 5
0° andf 5 90°) on orbits with radiir equal to 0 (the samp
position in the cavity center), 2, and 4 mm (Figs. 6a, 6b, an
respectively) of the first cavity in the double TE104 rectangula
cavity. Identical curves (within experimental error) were
tained forf 5 180° andf 5 270° (not shown). The data we
extracted from Fig. 5. The maximalI pp value was taken a
unity. The same trends of theI pp dependencies were obtain
for the second cavity of the double TE104 cavity and for the
single TE102 rectangular cavity. The solid lines in Fig. 6 re
resent the theoretically computed curves, which were c
lated using the integral equation [A11]. The dashed lines
calculated using the modified sine-squared function (Eq. [A
Both theoretical displacement functions were calculated fo
given vertical position of the linelike sample of small leng
L 5 1 mm, after its movement along the cavityx axis. See
Refs. (10) and (12) for more details. The maximum value of t
ignal intensity was taken as unity. In both cases the agree
etween theory and experiment is good. However, the the

cal predictions calculated with the revised sine-squared
ion (Eq. [A11]), which is slightly narrower, correlated be
ith the experimental data than those using the modified
quared function (Eq. [A5]). Note: According to Fig. 1a,
irection of (f 5 0° andf 5 180°) is, in fact, they axis of the
avity and the direction of (f 5 90° andf 5 270°) is thez axis

of the rectangular cavity. From Fig. 6, the following can
concluded:

(a) For r 5 0 mm, the experimentalI pp values are inde
pendent of the sample rotation in the arbitrary (y–z) plane

ith the x coordinate (movement along thex axis) in the
ntervalx [ ^210, 10 mm&. Therefore theI pp values atf 5
0° (180°) andf 5 90° (270°) are identical, with coefficien
of compressionk 5 1.00. This is in full accord with th
iterature data (9 –11).
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48 MAZÚR, VALKO, AND MORRIS
(b) Forr 5 2 mm, theI pp dependencies are changed fr
circular to oval for allx coordinates. Therefore theI pp values

t f 5 0° (180°) are separated from the correspondingI pp

values atf 5 90° (270°), giving two pairs of curves wi
different amplitudes, the ratio of which is equal to
coefficient of compressionk 5 0.78. All experimentalI pp

dependencies are symmetric with respect to the ce
( y–z) plane of the cavity, and no significant differen

ere found between positive and negative movement o
ample along the cavityx axis.
(c) Forr 5 4 mm, theI pp dependence is changed from o

to figure eight for allx coordinates. Therefore theI pp values a
f 5 0° (180°) are different from those atf 5 90° (270°)

iving two pairs of dependencies whose amplitude rat
qual to the coefficient of compressionk 5 0.43.
In each of these cases a–c, the experimental depende

x can be modeled as above. However, for case c there is a
asymmetry in the experimental data as thex coordinate
changes. The reason for this is unclear but is probably d
slight perturbations of both the microwave and modula
fields near the cavity walls.

(d) No significant differences were found between the
and second cavities of the double TE104 cavity and single TE102

rectangular cavity or when the quartz Dewar was present i
the cavity.

(e) The differences of theI pp values betweenf 5 0° (180°)
nd also betweenf 5 90° (270°) were practically zero forr 5
mm, and forr 5 2 and 4 mm were within experimental err

but showed a slight increase with increase of both orbital
andx coordinate.

Dependencies identical to those shown in Fig. 6 for ano
set of complementary pair off values (e.g., forf 5 60 and
240° and forf 5 120 and 300°) were also analyzed. The s
trends as those shown in Fig. 6 were obtained.

The experimental data clearly demonstrated that (i)
movement of the sample rotation (y–z) plane along thex axis
did not change the shape of the Cassinian curves and (
decreasing values of theI pp amplitude on the movement of t
( y–z) plane can be accurately modeled on the revised
squared curves. Thus separation of the variables in a cyl
cal coordinate system can be realized, and two indepe
effects—the radial effect, which is dependent only on
sample rotation in the (y–z) plane around the cavityx axis
(i.e., on the polar coordinatesr and f), and the longitudina
effect, which is dependent only on sample movement alon
x axis (i.e., on the coordinatex)—can be studied in th
microwave cavity separately and independently of each o
See Appendix A for further details.-

t
on

of Eq. [A11]. The dashed lines represent equivalent theoretical curves
lated from the modified sine-squared function using Eq. [A5]. The maxi
value of the signal intensity was taken as unity.
FIG. 6. Variation of the normalized experimentally observed peak
eak height of the first-derivative EPR signal,I pp, with horizontal move

ment,x, of the horizontal (y–z) plane of the cavity (in which a pointlik
sample is rotated) along the cavityx axis and for the given angle
rotation,f 5 0° (F) and f 5 90° (■), on orbits with radiir equal to (a
0, (b) 2, and (c) 4 mm of the first cavity in the double TE104 rectangula
avity. the maximalI pp value was taken as unity. The solid lines repre

the theoretically computed curves calculated from the numerical integ
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49RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF I pp IN QUANTITATIVE EPR
Analysis of Movement of Circular Samples of Various
Diameters along the x Axis of the Double TE104

and Single TE102 Rectangular Cavities

It was shown herein that the radial effect could be app
imated by the Cassinian curves in the central (y–z) plane of the
cavity as well as in all planes parallel with this plane.
further investigate both the radial and longitudinal effects
variation of I pp for a series of circular samples of vario
diameters, cd, in various (y–z) planes perpendicular to t
cavityx axis in the first and second cavities of the double T104

rectangular cavity have been analyzed. The single TE102 rect-
angular cavity was again used for comparison.

Figure 7 shows how the normalized experimentally obse
peak-to-peak height of the first-derivative EPR signal,I pp,
varied as a function of the diameter, cd[ (1, 10 mm), of a
circular sample situated in the central, horizontal (y–z) plane
(i.e., with x 5 0 mm and Sc(0, 0, 0)[ Pc(0, 0, 0)) in the firs
avity of the double TE104 rectangular cavity and in the sing

TE102 rectangular cavity. In each case the averaged value
from five independent measurements. The maximal ave
I pp value was taken as unity. The same trends of theI pp

dependencies were obtained for the second cavity of the d
TE104 cavity. The solid line in Fig. 7 represents the theoretic
computed curve calculated from double integration (numer
of the corresponding Cassinian curves for the polar varia
r [ ^0, cd/2& andf [ ^0, 2p& using Eq. [A9]. See Append
A for more details. Again, as in the experimental case,
maximalI pp value was taken as unity. The agreement betw
theory and experiment is very good and any slight differen

FIG. 7. Variation of the normalized experimentally observed peak-to-
height of the first-derivative EPR signal,I pp, with the diameter, cd[ (1, 10

m), of the circular sample situated in the central horizontal (y–z) plane in the
first cavity of the double TE104 rectangular cavity (E) and in the single TE102

rectangular cavity (F). The averaged values are from five independent
surements. The maximal averagedI pp value was taken as unity. The solid l
epresents the theoretically computed curve calculated from double integ
numerical) of the corresponding Cassinian curves (for the polar variabler [

^0, cd/2& andf [ ^0, 2p&) according to Eq. [A9]. Here again, the maximalI pp

value was taken as unity.
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which are more apparent for small circular samples, ca
attributed to the decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio of thI pp

values as the diameter of the samples decreased. The
agreement validates the use of a Cassinian model to rep
the radial response of the cavity in the (y–z) plane.

To the best of our knowledge, there are neither experim
data nor theoretical calculations in the literature dealing
the movement of circular samples with variable diame
along the cavityx axis. Therefore, the dependence ofI pp values
on both thex coordinate and circular sample diameter
investigated.

Figure 8 shows how the normalized experimentally obse
peak-to-peak height of the first-derivative EPR signal,I pp,
varied as the circular sample, which is situated in the horiz
( y–z) plane of the cavity, was moved along the cavityx axis.
The diameters of the samples are 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2
1 mm in the first cavity of the double TE104 rectangular cavit

FIG. 8. Variation of the normalized experimentally observed peak-to-
height of the first-derivative EPR signal,I pp, with vertical movement,x, of the
circular sample along the cavityx axis. The diameters, cd, of the samples
10 (■), 9 (F), 8 (Œ), 7 (�), 6 (}), 5 (1), 4 (3), 3 (*), 2 (—), and 1 mm (u)
in the first cavity of the double TE104 rectangular cavity (a) and in the sin

E102 rectangular cavity (b). The maximalI pp value was again taken as un
he solid lines represent the theoretically computed curves using Eq. [A8
aximal I pp value was taken as unity.
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50 MAZÚR, VALKO, AND MORRIS
(Fig. 8a) and in the single TE102 rectangular cavity (Fig. 8b
The maximalI pp value was again taken as unity. TheI pp values
were found to be zero foruxu $ 12 mm (sample in the acce
holes). The same trends were obtained for the second cav
the double TE104 rectangular cavity. The solid lines in Fig
represent the theoretically computed curves (using Eq. [
which are the product of the corresponding double inte
(calculated as above) and a displacement function (calcu
from the single integral (Eq. [A11]) for the given vertic
positions of the circular sample after its movement along
cavity x axis). See Appendix A for more details. The maxi
value was taken as unity. In all cases the agreement be
theory and experiment is very good and any slight differen
which appeared for small circular samples, can be again a
uted to the decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio of theI pp values
as the diameter of the samples decreased.

To precisely analyze the circular sample movement, a
ilar dependence as was shown in Fig. 7 was studied, bu
variousx coordinates (movement of the circular sample a
the cavityx axis) in the intervalx [ ^210, 10 mm&.

Figure 9 illustrates how the normalized experimentally
served peak-to-peak height of the first-derivative EPR si
I pp, varied with both the diameter of the circular sample, c[
(1, 10 mm), and its position in the cavity,x, equal to (a)62.5,
(b) 65, (c)67.5, and (d)610 mm (d) in the first cavity of th
double TE104 rectangular cavity (for positive and negativex
alues) and in the single TE102 rectangular cavity (for positiv

and negativex values). The data were extracted from Fig
he maximalI pp value for sample position in the central (y–z)

plane of the corresponding cavity was taken as unity. The

FIG. 9. Variation of the normalized experimentally observed peak-to-
height of the first-derivative EPR signal,I pp, with the diameter of the circul
ample, cd[ (1, 10 mm), and with the sample position in the cavity,x, equa
o (a)62.5, (b)65, (c)67.5, and (d)610 mm in the first cavity of the doub
TE104 rectangular cavity (for positive (■) and negative (F) x values) and in th
single TE102 rectangular cavity (for positive (Œ) and negative (�) x values)
The maximalI pp value for sample position in the center of the correspon
cavity was taken as unity. The solid lines represent the theoretically com
curves using Eq. [A8]. As with the experimental data, the maximalI pp value for
sample position in the cavity center was taken as unity.
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trends of theI pp dependencies were obtained for the sec
cavity of the double TE104 cavity. The solid lines in Fig.
represent again the theoretically computed curves calcula
described above. As with the experimental data, the max
I pp value for sample position in the cavity center was take
unity. The agreement between theory and experiment is
good and any slight differences can be attributed to the
crease in the signal-to-noise ratio as simultaneouslyuxu is
increased and sample diameter is decreased.

These results fully support the hypothesis that the radia
longitudinal effects are independent, and the separation o
corresponding variables in a cylindrical coordinate syste
possible. Thus theoretical computation of the signal inte
of cylindrical samples of variable diameter and length ca
performed as outlined in Appendix A.

It should be noted that the radial effect can only be app
imated with a circular function for relatively small orbital rad
i.e.,r , 1 mm, (which corresponds to the cylindrical sampl
.d. ,1.5 mm), gives the systematic error of theI pp values o
3% or less. However, for larger diameter tubes (EPR tub
3 mm and 4 mm i.d., which are commonly used in pract
has to be represented using the Cassinian curves, if not
systematic errors of theI pp values on the level about 10%
more are introduced.

To our knowledge, the precise and systematic analysis o
above mentioned phenomena and the importance of these
sources on the accuracy and reproducibility of the quantit
EPR spectroscopy has not been discussed in the literatu
more attention to the investigation of these, and related
nomena will be needed in the future.

CONCLUSIONS

Radial effect. The experimentally observed dependenc
signal intensity,I pp, on the rotation of a pointlike sample in t
horizontal (y–z) plane passing through the center of the si
TE102 and double TE104 rectangular cavities in the concen
circles of rotationr 5 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mm around the cav

axis showed the following: (i) forr 5 0 mm (a sampl
positioned in the cavity center),I pp is independent of the ang
of rotation; (ii) for r 5 1, 2, and 3 mm, theI pp dependenc
progressively changes from circular to oval; (iii) when
radius is further increased tor 5 4 and 5 mm, theI pp depen
dence changes dramatically, and the oval is elongated i
left–right cavity direction and compressed in the front–b
direction, giving a figure eight shape. This angularI pp depen
dence can be modeled using the a modified Cassinian c
K(r, f).

Longitudinal effect. The angularI pp dependence is ind
pendent of the movement of the horizontal (y–z) plane con
taining the sample from the center of the cavity along
cavity x axis. However, the amplitude of the signal decrea
with increase in the absolute value of thex coordinate,uxu. This
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51RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF I pp IN QUANTITATIVE EPR
variation in signal amplitude can be calculated theoretic
using the modified/revised sine-squared curve,G( x).

Combined radial and longitudinal effect.The experimen
tally observed dependence ofI pp on both (i) the rotation of
pointlike sample in the cavity (y–z) plane in orbits with
various radiir around thex axis of the cavity and (ii) th
movement of the sample rotation (y–z) plane along the cavi
x axis can be accurately modeled by using the product o
corresponding Cassinian curve and sine-squared curve,I pp(r,
f, x) } K(r, f)G( x).

Model verification. The experimentally observed dep
dence of theI pp values on the movement of the circular sam
of variable diameter along the cavityx axis can be theoretical
computed as the product of the double integral of the c
sponding Cassinian curves and single integral of the re
sine-squared function. The agreement between the theor
experiment is very good, which supports the validity of
empirical model.

These facts confirmed previous suggestions (see Refs2),
(6), (9–12), and (14)) that the sample movement along
cavityx axis (longitudinal effect) and the sample rotation in
cavity (y–z) plane (radial effect) are independent of each o
and can be fully separated.

The above-mentioned radial effect will give rise to ser
sources of significant errors in quantitative EPR spectros
if the samples of identical material and identical length to
compared (i) have different diameters or (ii) have iden
diameters but are situated at different sample positions i
cavity, off the cavityx axis. For the contribution of the long
tudinal effect, see Refs. (10) and (12). Accurate and precis
positioning of the sample in the microwave cavity is essen

Finally, it should be noted that the results presented h
were obtained within a central cylinder of diameter 11 mm
an X-band, field-modulated CW Bruker ER 200 D-SRC E
spectrometer with either a Bruker single TE102 or double TE104

rectangular cavity with the modulation coils situated in the
and right side cavity walls. Other EPR spectrometers w
have different modulation facilities for different modulat
frequencies could show greater or smaller differences tha
results presented herein, and the given device and the e
mental configuration used could be characterized with sm
or larger differences. The precise characteristics of thI pp

radial effect in a given microwave cavity are a neces
requirement in any quantitative EPR measurement.

APPENDIX A

I. Modeling of the Cavity Response to the Rotation
of a Pointlike Sample

It is known that the intensity of the EPR signal of a point
sample is proportional to the product of the microwave m
netic field amplitude squared, (H 1)

2, and to the first power o
the modulation field amplitude,H , at the sample position, a
m
ly
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that both the microwave and modulation fields are hi
nonuniform in the microwave cavity (1–15). Under these cir
cumstances theI pp dependence of a pointlike sample situate
any position in the cavity, normalized to theI pp value of a
pointlike sample at the cavity center, can be represented b
productI pp( y, z, x) } (H 1( y, z, x)) 2Hm( y, z, x). See Fig. 1
for definition of the cavity-based perpendicular coordin
system. In the present work, the response of such a sa
situated at various positions in the cavity was determ
experimentally. It was clearly shown that theI pp values hav
cylindrical symmetry and that the linear,x, and radial,r andf,
variables could be treated independently. In earlier pub
tions (9–13) it has been shown that the effect of the length
position on the central cavity axis on theI pp of a linelike
sample can be described in terms of parameters which
directly related to the cavity. The aim of the present paper
extend this basic idea into the radial domain (i.e., devis
appropriate radial function which can describe the experim
tal data, within experimental error, and which is a function o
of cavity-based parameters). To our knowledge, there
such analytical expression in the literature. From an ex
mental point of view, the curves for the rotation of a point
sample in different circular orbits around the central cavix

xis have the following general properties: (1) the minim
ymmetry isD 4 and the curves show a trend from circu

through oval, to a figure eight shape; (2) they have maxim
f 5 0 and 180° and, above a certain radiusr > 3.4 mm,
minima atf 5 90 and 270°; (3) for the anglesf 5 30, 150
210, and 330°, the value ofI pp for a pointlike sample i
approximately independent of the radius,r, and has a value
>b; and (4) the off-axis response at some points in the c
(aroundf 5 0 and 180°) is greater than at the center of
cavity.

Empirically, we have found that in the cylindrical coordin
system {r, f, x} (see Fig. 1 for definition of the cavity-bas
cylindrical coordinate system), the radial functionK(r, f) can
be accurately modeled with modified Cassinian curves
Appendix B) of the form

K~r, f! 5 Îe2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 e4sin2~2f! [A1]

(in which only the plus sign is taken) and wheref [ ^0, 2p&,
the empirical parameterb represents the practical width of t
microwave cavity (11 mm for the Bruker TE102 and TE104

rectangular cavities) and the maximal possible radius of p
like sample rotationrmax 5 b/ 2 (55.5 mm), and the empiric

arametere 5 2r characterizes the rotation of a pointl
sample (with i.d.5 0 mm) on the circular orbit with radiusr [
^0, b/ 2&. Here thee parameter is equal directly to the diame
of the orbit. However, the sample used was not ideally p
like, but has a real shape (a small cylinder with i.d.5 1 mm,
L 5 1 mm, andLW > 0.1 mm). Therefore to correct for th
the parametere is modified toe 5 2(r 1 i.d./2), wherer [ ^0,
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52 MAZÚR, VALKO, AND MORRIS
(b 2 i.d.)/2 2 LW&, because herermax 5 (b 2 i.d.)/2 2 LW

(>4.9 mm). Thus the function is heuristic in the sense th
contains no arbitrary parameters. For definition and prope
of the Cassinian curves, see Appendix B. Note: Sinceb . 0,
e $ 0, ande # b, K(r, f) is always a real function. Th
ample rotation in the orbital radiir . rmax is technically

impossible forf [ ^0, 2p&, because the cavity walls are
olid barrier.
It can be shown that the above function has the co

haracteristic as outlined under 1–4 above. For examp
r 5 0, for a pointlike sample (with i.d.5 0), e 5 0, K(0, f) 5
b, and the shape is circular; at 0, r # b/(2=2), the shap
s oval (the boundary oval for the Bruker TE102 and TE104

cavities is atr > 3.9 mm); atb/(2=2) , r , b/ 2, the shap
is a figure eight, whereas atr 5 b/ 2, the shape is th
lemniscate. In the case of a real pointlike sample (with i.d5
1 mm), the mentioned correction must be taken into acc
Then atr 5 0, e 5 1 and theK(0, f) value is very slightly
dependent on the sample rotation. However, the percenti
of its over 2p averaged values is 0.29%, which is smaller
the experimentally obtainedI pp(0, f) error bars (0.36%), an
the very small differences between the circularK(0, f) value
and those calculated for a real pointlike sample can be
glected. At 0, r # b/(2=2) 2 i.d./2, the shape is oval (th

oundary oval for the Bruker TE102 and TE104 cavities now
appears atr > 3.4 mm; cf.. 3.5 mm from experiment);
/(2=2) 2 i.d./2 , r , b/ 2 2 i.d./2 2 LW (>4.9 mm), the

shape is a figure eight. In the case of a real pointlike sam
rmax , b/ 2 ande , b always. Therefore, it is impossible
obtain the shape of the Bernoulli lemniscate. The function
maxima at f 5 0 and 180°, K(r, 08/1808) 5
=(b2 1 (2r 1 i.d.)2), which is greater than that at the cen
of the cavity, >b, and minima atf 5 90 and 270°,K(r,
908/ 2708) 5 =(b2 2 (2r 1 i.d.)2), for r # b/(2=2) 2
i.d./2, and finally atf 5 30, 150, 210, and 330° cavity respo
is approximately independent ofr with a value>b.

Comparison of values calculated with Eq. [A1] (correc
f e parameter included) with the experimental data for
otation of a real pointlike sample in the central (y–z) plane o

the cavity for any valuer and f (see Fig. 4) shows that t
function K(r, f) predicts theI pp angular response for a
values within the experimental error. Furthermore, the ex
imental data show that the normalizedI pp for the sample in an
plane parallel to the central (y–z) plane is the same. Therefo
the above function can be applied to any arbitrary plane i
cavity.

II. Theoretical Calculation of the EPR Signal Intensity

It is known that the relative intensity of the EPR signal
large homogeneous sample depends not only on the conte
the paramagnetic centers but also on the size and shape
sample as well as its position and orientation in the g
microwave cavity. See elsewhere (1–12). In the general cas
it
es
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the theoretical calculation of the EPR signal intensity,I pp( y, z,
x), of the large sample is a three-dimensional problem, an
success of the solution is dependent on the size and sh
the large sample, on the position and orientation of the
sample in the cavity, on the type of the resonance mode o
microwave cavity, etc. The possible symmetry of the la
sample and the adequate choosing of the coordinate syste
considerably simplify the computation of the EPR signa
tensity.

In the cylindrical coordinate system, {r, f, x}, then, from
a practical point of view, the signal intensity,I pp(r, f, x), at
any point due to the small volume elementrdr df dx is given
by

I pp~r, f, x! } F~r, f, x!rdr df dx. [A2]

The total signal intensity for a sample within the prescr
part of the cavity (a cylinder of diameterb running the ful
length of the cavity,a) can be obtained by integrating Eq. [A
over the volume of the sample,D,

I pp~D! } EE
D

E F~r, f, x!rdr df dx. [A3]

The experimental data for the rotation of a pointlike sam
in horizontal planes displaced above and below the ce
cavity x axis show that the normalized angular respons
independent of the displacement. Therefore,F(r, f, x) must
be of the form

F~r, f, x! 5 G~ x! K~r, f!. [A4]

The functionG( x) represents the signal intensity of a po
like sample displaced a distancex from the cavity cente
relative to that of the same sample at the cavity center. T
often approximated to a sine-squared function, or, withou
p/2 shift, to a cosine-squared function (1–7, 9–13):

G~ x! } sin2Sp

aSx 1
a

2DD } cos2Sp
x

aD . [A5]

Although this seems to work well with a pointlike sample
more precise description is

G~ x! }

q0cos3Sp
x

aD
Î1 1 q0

2cos2Sp
x

aD
, [A6]

wherea 5 23.5 mm for theBruker TE and TE cavities
102 104
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See Refs. (3), (12), and (13) for more details. The functio
(r, f) was described above.
The displacement (Eqs. [A5] and [A6]) and radial (Eq. [A

functions can then be combined to give the EPR signal in
sity for a sample situated at an arbitrary position within
X-band cavity:

I pp(D) } EE
D

E q0cos3Sp
x

aD
Î1 1 q0

2cos2Sp
x

aD
3 Îe2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 e4sin2~2f! rdr df dx. [A7]

III. Special Cases

The solution of the above triple integral can be consider
simplified if the sample over whose shape the integratio
performed has a regular cross section along at least one
dimensions (e.g., circular cross section). In practice, the
jority of the samples used in EPR fulfill the above conditio
It is further assumed that the sample shape can be des
mathematically. A volume of revolution sample is typica
this sample shape, e.g., (i) a cylindrical sample with a circ
cross section with a constant diameter or (ii) a sphere, ellip
of revolution, hyperboloid of revolution, parabaloid of revo
tion, etc. with a circular cross section with a variable diam
Note: For a general shape of the sample, a shell method c
used.

1. Cylindrical Sample of Internal Diameter i.d.
and Length L

1.1. Concentric situated on the central cavity x axis.In
this case, which is widely used in EPR praxis, thex and {r, f}
variables can be easily separated and the triple integra
[A7], is reduced to a sequence of a single and a double inte

Ipp~L2, L1, i.d.! } E
L1$a/ 2

L2#a/ 2 q0cos3Sp
x

aD
Î1 1 q0

2cos2Sp
x

aD
dx E

0

i.d./2 E
0

2p

3 Î4r 2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 16r 4sin2~2f! rdr df, [A8]

where the substitutione 5 2r was made, the upper and low
limits of integration along thex axis areL 2 5 * L/ 2 1 *cc and
L 1 5 2* L/ 2 1 *cc, respectively, and *cc is the distan
between the cavity center, Pc(0, 0, 0), and the sample cent
*Sc(0, 0, *L/ 2). The restrictionsL 2 # a/ 2 andL 1 $ 2a/ 2
are applied to ensure that the integral only extends ove
part of the cylindrical sample, *L, which is really situate
within the active part of the cavity,a. (It is always valid tha
* L # a.) For calculation of *L and the *cc value whenL ,
n-
e
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its
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at

a, L 5 a, and L . a and further detailed information, s
Refs. (12) and (13). The restriction i.d.# b 2 2LW expresse
the fact that the maximal available i.d. of the cylindrical sam
is limited by the width of the cavity,b, and by the sample tub
wall thickness,LW.

Equation [A8] is valid for any position of the cylindric
sample which is concentrically situated on the cavityx axis.
For the sample at the center of the cavity, Sc(0, 0, *L/ 2) [
Sc(0, 0, L/ 2) [ Pc(0, 0, 0),L 2 5 * L/ 2 andL 1 5 2* L/ 2.
Because of the symmetry of the integral overx andf, it need

nly be integrated over the first octant,x [ ^0, *L/ 2&, f [
^0, p/ 2&, and multiplied by eight.

1.2. Movement of the cylindrical sample along the com
sample–cavity x axis. In this case, the EPR signal intensity
computed using Eq. [A8] for each position of the cylindr
sample center, Sc(0, 0, L/ 2), during its movement along t
common sample–cavityx axis, cc [ ^2(a 1 L)/ 2, (a 1
L)/ 2&, and the required profile of the signal intensity can
constructed from this set ofI pp values. The theoretical analy
and experimental investigation of this topic will be a subjec
a future paper. Note: The double integral in Eq. [A8] ha
constant value during the movement of the sample alon
common sample–cavityx axis, because all cross sections
the cylindrical sample in any horizontal (y–z) plane of the
cavity remain always circular with constant diameter i.d.

2. Circular Sample of Diameter cd and L3 0

2.1. Concentric situated at the horizontal central (y
plane of the cavity. In this case (a thin disk or a shell), t
displacement part of the integral [A7] can be ignored and

I pp~cd! } E
0

cd/2 E
0

2p

3 Î4r 2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 16r 4sin2~2f! rdr df.

[A9]

Except for certain special cases, the above integral cann
olved analytically and must be computed numerically. Ag
5 2r. The restriction cd# b expresses that the maxim

available cd of the circular sample is limited by the width of
cavity, b. Because of the symmetry of the integral overf, it
need only be integrated over the first quadrant and then
tiplied by four.

2.2. Movement of the circular sample along the cen
cavity x axis. For a circular sample displaced a distancex [
^2a/ 2, a/ 2& from the cavity center, Eq. [A9] must be mu
plied by a factor ofG( x), Eq. [A5], giving
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I pp~cd! } sin2Sp

aSx 1
a

2DD E
0

cd/2 E
0

2p

3 Î4r 2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 16r 4sin2~2f! rdr df.

[A10]

Note: Again here, the double integral in Eq. [A10] ha
constant value during the movement of the circular sa
along the cavityx axis, because the sample diameter,
remains unchanged.

In the case of a real circular sample (withL Þ 0), Eq. [A8],
which is valid for the cylindrical sample, must be used.

3. Linelike Sample of Length L and i.d.3 0 Situated on
(Moved along) the Central Cavity x Axis

In this case (a thin sample tube or a capillary), the ang
function hasD`h (circular) symmetry and consequently for
X-band cavity is

I pp~L2, L1! } E
L1

L2
q0cos3Sp

x

aD
Î1 1 q0

2cos2Sp
x

aD
dx, [A11]

which is identical to Eq. [6] in Ref. (12), where also th
movement of linelike sample along the common cavity–sa
x axis is precisely analyzed.

This equation well approximates likewise the signal in
sity of a thin cylindrical sample of i.d. less than 1.5 mm.
Refs. (10), (12), and (13) for further details. Note: It is assum
hat both the microwave field and the modulation field
niform in the horizontal (y–z) planes of the cavity within
mall circular area of the cross section of the thin cylind
ample.

. Pointlike Sample of i.d.3 0 and L3 0

4.1. Situated at the horizontal central (y–z) plane of
avity. In this case, the EPR signal intensity of a point
ample situated at any point P(r, f, 0) of the central cavit

( y–z) plane is expressed directly by Eq. [A1], in which
substitutione 5 2r is made:

I pp } Î4r 2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 16r 4sin2~2f!, [A12]

ith the restrictionr # b/ 2. See Part I of this Appendix f
more information.

4.2. Situated at any point P(r, f, x) within the prescribe
part of the cavity. In this case, Eq. [A12] must be multipli
by a factor ofG( x), Eq. [A5], giving
le
,

ar

le

-
e

e

l

e

I pp } sin2Sp

aSx 1
a

2DD
3 Î4r 2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 16r 4sin2~2f!, [A13]

gain with the restrictionsr # b/ 2 for the angular part an
x [ ^2a/ 2, a/ 2& for the linear part. Note: For a pointlik
sample situated on the cavityx axis, P(0, 0,x), the angula
function is equal tob, and the above equation is simplified
a sine-squared function, Eq. [A5].

5. A Real Pointlike Sample of i.d.Þ 0 and LÞ 0

5.1. Situated at the horizontal central (y–z) plane of
cavity. As was shown in Part I of this Appendix, the corr
tion to the real shape of a pointlike sample (with i.d.Þ 0) can
be introduced by the substitutione 5 2r 1 i.d. in Eq. [A1],
giving

Ipp } Î~2r 1 i.d.! 2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 ~2r 1 i.d.! 4sin2~2f!,

[A14]

ith the restrictionr # (b 2 i.d.)/ 2 2 LW for the sampl
rotation radius at the cavity (y–z) plane.

5.2. Situated at any point P(r, f, x) within the prescribe
part of the cavity. In this case, Eq. [A14] must be multipli
by Eq. [A11], which describes the linelike sample (beca
L Þ 0 for a real pointlike sample), giving

Ipp } E
L1

L2
q0cos3Sp

x

aD
Î1 1 q0

2cos2S x

aD
dx

3 Î~2r 1 i.d.! 2cos~2f! 1 Îb4 2 ~2r 1 i.d.! 4sin2~2f!,

[A15]

ith the additional restriction cc[ ^2(a 1 L)/ 2, (a 1 L)/ 2&
or the sample movement along the cavityx axis. Note: The
ntegral from a linear part has a constant value during
ample rotation at the given (y–z) plane, because thex coor-
inate of the sample center remains constant.
Equation [A15] well approximates likewise the signal int

ity of the thin cylindrical sample of lengthL and i.d. less tha
.5 mm, which is situated parallel with the central cavitx
xis. The center of the sample, Sc(0, 0, *L/ 2), can be situate

at any point Pc(r, f, x) within the prescribed part of th
microwave cavity. Again here,r # (b 2 i.d.)/ 2 2 L .
W
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APPENDIX B

Definition and Properties of the Cassinian Curves

Let the points F1 and F2 be the foci and the line segme
F1F2 5 2e be the foci length. A Cassinian curve is defined
the locus of points M for which the product MF1 z MF2 of the
distances to the ends of a given segment F1F2 is equal to th
quare of the given segmentb, MF1 z MF2 5 b2. The midpoint

O, of the segment F1F2 is called the center of the Cassin
curve. The points A1, A2, B1, and B2 are the vertices, and t
segments A1A2 5 2a and B1B2 5 2b are called the major an
minor axes of the Cassinian curve, respectively (a $ 0, b $ 0).
For further details, see elsewhere (31, 32).

In polar coordinates, {R, f}, with O as the pole and OX a
the polar axis, the Cassinian curves can be shown to be

R4 2 2e2R2cos~2f! 1 e4 2 b4 5 0, [B1]

or

R2 5 e2cos~2f! 6 Îb4 2 e4sin2~2f!. [B2]

In the present work, the EPR signal intensity,I pp ($0), is
associated withR (only nonnegative values are taken),
width of the microwave cavity withb, and the radial dis

lacement of a pointlike sample from the origin withe. The
eneral shape of the Cassinian curves calculated usin
ameters applicable to the Bruker TE102 and TE104 rectangu

lar cavities (b 5 11 mm,e [ ^0, b&, andf [ ^0, 2p&) is
illustrated in Fig. 10. Sinceb4 $ e4, only the plus sign i

FIG. 10. General shape of the Cassinian curves,R(e, f), in the pola
oordinate system, Eq. [B2], calculated forb 5 11, f [ ^0, 2p&, ande 5

0 (a “basic circle” (solid line)),e [ ^1, 7& (an oval (dashed lines)),e [ ^8,
10.5& (a figure eight (dotted lines)), ande 5 b (a Bernoulli lemniscate (bo
solid line)). e > 7.8 for the boundary oval. The function value of the b
circle, which is independent of the rotation angle,f, was taken as unity. F
further details, see text.
s

pa-

taken, and Eq. [B2] gives always a real and closed cu
which varies in shape from circular (R2 5 b2) at e 5 0
(solid line), through oval at 0, e , b/=2 (dashed lines
o figure eight atb/=2 , e , b (dotted lines). The curv
orresponding toe 5 b/=2 (>7.8 mm) is termed th
oundary oval and ife 5 b the Cassinian curve reduces

he Bernoulli lemniscate (bold solid line). It is clear that
urves are axially symmetric with respect to the major
inor axes and, hence, with respect to the center, O

ntersect at four points,K 1(f 5 308), K 2(f 5 1508),
3(f 5 2108), and K 4(f 5 3308), whose distance fro

he center, O, is>b. It is valid thata $ b anda $ e and
thata [ ^b, b=2& andb [ ^0, b&. The ratiosk 5 b/a and
e 5 e/a are called the coefficient of compression and
eccentricity of the Cassinian curve, respectively (0# k # 1,
0 # e # 1, ande 5 1 2 k). Note: For a basic circle,k 5
1 ande 5 0; for the Bernoulli lemniscate,k 5 0 ande 5 1.
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